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Context: Polar ice cores contain information about the past history of the atmospheric composition over the 

longest time scales. However, our partial understanding of how gases get trapped in deep ice limits our 

interpretation of ice core gaseous records.  

Objectives / scientific questions: The HEPIGANE project aimed to advance our understanding of gas trapping 

processes in polar firn at sites of very low surface snow accumulation. It investigated (i) the effect of firn 

heterogeneities in density or chemical composition, and (ii) gas age distribution width, and thus the effective 

resolution of gas signals in ice, in past climate conditions. 

Main results: Three axes of research were conducted in the frame of the HEPIGANE project. 

Physical modelling of gas trapping in the polar snow (Fourteau et al., 2020a): 

Current firn densification models are based on a macroscopic description of the firn and rely on empirical laws 

and/or idealized geometries to obtain the equations governing the densification and pore closure. We proposed a 

new physically-based methodology explicitly representing the complex porous structure and its evolution over 

time. This new model brings more insights about specific steps occurring during gas trapping at the firn/ice 

transition, such as pores splitting. Future applications of this type of model will help quantify the evolution and 

closure of firn porous networks for various accumulation and temperature conditions. 

Multi-tracer study of gas trapping in an East Antarctic ice core (Fourteau et al., 2019): 

High-resolution chemical and physical measurements were performed on the Lock In core (Antarctic plateau), 

with a particular focus on the trapping zone of the firn where air bubbles are formed. We measured the air 

content in the ice, closed and open porous volumes in the firn (using both pycnometry and tomography), firn 

density, firn liquid conductivity, major ion concentrations, and methane mixing ratios in the ice. The measured 

increase in the closed porosity with density (Fig. 1) was used to estimate the air content trapped in the ice, using 

a gas-trapping model. High-resolution density measurements also reveal the presence of strong layering (cm-

scale variations), with early closure layers (exhibiting methane anomalies) corresponding to denser layers. The 

chemistry data suggests that in the trapping zone, such stratification is partly related to the presence of chemical 

impurities. Finally, 30m of a Dome C core were analysed (50 cm resolution) for δ15N, δ18O and O2/N2 at LSCE 

(internship: Axelle Pantiga), revealing that these proxies are not impacted by fractionation during the gas trapping 

at this site (where the EPICA core was drilled). Similar measurements on the Lock-In core were postponed due to 

a warming of the ice during its shipping from Antarctica to France which likely affected the O2/N2 data. The multi-

sites investigation of δ15N behaviour during bubble trapping is still going on. 

Estimation of gas record alteration in very low-accumulation ice cores (Fourteau et al., 2020b): 

For the first time, high resolution and continuous methane mixing ratios records were collected along five deep 

sections of the EDC and Vostok ice cores (East Antarctic Plateau, low accumulation sites). These fives sections 

span different snow accumulation conditions. Layered gas trapping artifacts were observed for all sections, and 

could be modelled. High-resolution methane measurements were used to estimate the gas age distributions of 

the enclosed air in the five measured ice core sections. It appears that for accumulations below 2 cm ice 

equivalent yr−1 the gas records experience nearly the same degree of smoothing. We therefore proposed to use 

a single gas age distribution to represent the firn smoothing observed in the glacial (i.e., period of lowest 

accumulation) ice cores of the East Antarctic Plateau. Finally, we used the layered gas trapping model and the 

estimation of glacial firn smoothing to quantify their potential impacts on a hypothetical 1.5-million-year-old ice 

core from the East Antarctic Plateau (Fig. 2). 



  

Figure 1, Left Panel (Fourteau et al., 2019). Closed porosity vs density at the firn/ice transition for the Lock-in 

core. Pentagons and crosses are respectively data collected with pycnometry and tomography. The blue curve is a 

fit to these data. The orange and green curves are the closed porosities needed to reproduce the measured air 

content respectively in the case of iso-compression and incompressible bubbles. A partial compression of bubbles 

would allow the gas trapping model to fit the closed porosity data. 

Figure 2, Right Panel (Fourteau et al., 2020b). Modelling of the impacts of gas trapping (layered trapping and firn 

smoothing) on a synthetic and hypothetical 1.5-million-year-old methane record strongly affected by ice layers 

thinning near the bedrock, where layering artifacts are no longer individually resolved. The signal without 

smoothing or artifacts is displayed in dashed orange. The synthetic signal with layering is shown in light blue, and 

the signal with smoothing only (after removal of single anomalous layers) is shown in black. The mean signal 

taking into account the unresolved artifacts are displayed in red, while the synthetic data without artifacts are 

displayed in green. The layering artifacts contribute to slight biases of the measured signal. However, these biases 

are small compared to the dampening experienced by the record due to firn smoothing. 

Future of the project: 

- The HEPIGANE project suggested that the firn physical stratification, which impact gas trapping and ultimately 

paelo records of greenhouse gases, is related to the presence of chemical impurities. However, due to 

analytical difficulties on the analytical system of our partner BAS, only 2 meters of core could be analysed for 

detailed chemistry (Fourteau et al., 2019). Future high resolution measurements of both physical and 

chemical (including ions and methane) parameters along the firn/ice transitions of ice cores from the 

Antarctic Plateau could be conducted. Such approach at the BE-OI drilling site would be particularly relevant 

for future interpretations of this future 1.5 million yrs old paleo record. 

- Overall, the comprehension of how gas layering processes impact the gas records preserved in the deep and 

thinned ice sections at very low accumulation conditions will contribute to interpret the oldest greenhouse 

gas record from the BE-OI core.  

- The complex behaviour of permanent gases (δ15N, δ18Oatm and O2/N2) in deep firn will be further investigated 

using an innovating technique of firn samples sealing in the frame of the ICORDA ERC (2019-2024) program of 

Amaëlle Landais. 

- Publications: 3 in scientific journals (Fourteau et al., 2019; 2020a; 2020b), 1 PhD thesis (Fourteau, 2019). 

- Communications in international meeting: 7 (EGU, UIGG, LIA-Vostok) 

- Communication in national meeting: 1 (Elmer workshop) 
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